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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate the possible effects of flooring and affected hemi body on the ground reaction
forces and on the required coefficient of friction (RCOF) in stroke barefoot gait. Twenty-four volunteers participated
in this study, being 12 stroke patients and 12 age-matched healthy subjects as control group. The participant was
oriented to walk barefoot, on its own preferred speed, over two force plates on the following flooring: 1) homogeneous
vinyl (HOV); 2) carpet; 3) heterogeneous vinyl (HTV); 4) mixed (the first half part of the pathway were covered by HOV
and the second by HTV). All the four surfaces presented safe coefficient of friction (ranging from 0.44-0.55) and they
are widely used in residences and public facilities. The flooring effect was found on RCOF during the toe off for the
affected and unaffected side. Moreover, differences among hemi bodies for RCOF in heel contact and toe off phases
were also observed. The control group presented higher RCOF than the stroke unaffected and affected side, and the
unaffected showed higher friction than the affected side. In conclusion, the gait of stroke patient was altered due to the
four flooring tested in the toe off phase.

Keywords: Stroke; Gait; Ground reaction forces; Coefficient of
friction; Flooring
Introduction
Safe and independent walking at home or at public facilities
requires gait pattern modifications to negotiate environmental features,
such as the flooring. The new pattern that emerges in such a situation
can be affected by many factors, for instance, the gender [1] and/or
some pathological condition [2-6]. However, with few exceptions [7],
most of the stroke gait studies have focused on measuring the walk
in rehabilitation environments which may be less complex than the
environment typically encountered in the home setting.
The required coefficient of friction (RCOF) is the minimum
coefficient of friction (COF) necessary at the foot-floor interface to
support walking, and has been compared to the environmentally
available COF as an assessment of slip probability [8-10].The
probability of a slip rises when either the friction that an individual
utilizes increases or the available friction from the floor surface
decreases [9]. The relationship between available friction and RCOF
is an effective way of evaluating the interaction between intrinsic and
extrinsic factors, giving a reliable estimate of the risk of slipping [10].
Previous studies have shown that peak RCOF varies with age [1],
gender [1], limb dominancy [11,12] and the presence of a disability [26]. Those with a disability would appear to be at potentially greater risk
owing to the largest changes in gait characteristics and GRFs.
Buczek et al. [2] found that persons with a disability (amputations,
broken leg, osteotomy of the fifth metatarsal) had higher peak RCOF
during level walking when compared to persons without a disability.
Durá et al. [4] also examined a diverse sample including amputees,
Parkinson’s disease, and stroke individuals. Their results suggested that
the RCOF for all subjects other than amputees was similar to that for
normal walkers, while that for the amputees was substantially higher
(approximately 0.25 versus 0.39). Burnfield et al. [3] conducted a study
to examine the difference in RCOF among young, healthy elderly, and
elderly subjects with diabetes mellitus, lower extremity arthritis and
unilateral stroke. No significant differences were found between any of
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these groups, in agreement with Durá et al. [4]. The lack of significant
differences in RCOF among subject groups suggested that individuals
with the selected medical conditions were at no greater risk of slipping
when walking at a self-selected step than were healthy older or younger
adults.
Examination of the collective results of these studies [2,3], suggests
that only one class of individuals with walking impairments (i.e., those
with prosthetics/amputations) is likely to require higher levels of slip
resistance than do normal walkers. Moreover, these studies [2-4] did
not systematically examine a unique medical condition (i.e., stroke);
different medical conditions analyzed at the same time can have higher
data variability and enshroud some results.
With regards of these results [2-6] the first question of this study
is: does the walking over different flooring affects the ground reaction
forces (GRF) and RCOF in stroke patients, especially when the lower
limb asymmetries are compared?
Studies suggested asymmetrical spatial-temporal, kinematic
[13] and RCOF [11,12] differences between dominant legs and nondominant legs in healthy young adults, most of the studies found no
difference in leg strength between legs unless a young individual had
experienced unilateral leg injury [14]. However, significant strength or
power imbalance was presented in the elderly fallers in comparison to
the non-fallers [15].
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Moreover, in pathological gait marked asymmetry has been noted
between the stroke subjects’ affected and unaffected lower limbs.
Decreased GRF have been reported on the affected limb relative to the
unaffected limb in the gait of persons with stroke [16,17].
As shown, stroke gait analysis has increased in the last years,
however, the possible effect of flooring in association with stroke
hemibodies, on gait parameters such as ground reaction forces and
friction, to the best of our knowledge, has not yet been studied. So, the
aim of this study was to investigate the effect of flooring in the GRF
and foot/floor friction during stroke gait considering this population’s
lowers limb asymmetry (affected and unaffected lower limbs). It was
hypothesized that: the stroke group will exhibit lower RCOF than the
healthy age-matched peers, especially when the different flooring types
are compared.

Methods
The Research Ethics Committee approved this study (protocol
No. 319/2011) and the volunteers gave written informed consent to
participate.
The hemiparetic group (HG) consisted of 12 individuals affected by
stroke and the control group (CG) consisted of 12 healthy adults. The
Table 1 describes the anthropometric data for each group.
Three flooring types under four different experimental conditions
were selected and experimentally tested previously to evaluate study
volunteers:

Homogeneous vinyl (HOV)
Homogeneous single layered vinyl flooring, Pavifloor prisma tile,
2mm thickness, 2X8m, (ref 909, Charcoal)/ Tarkett Fademac.

Heterogeneous vinyl (HTV)
Compact flexible vinyl floor covering, Floor Chinese teak/ natural,
2,50mm thickness, 2X8m (imagine Wood)/ Tarkett Fademac.

Carpet
Needle punch carpets, Needle punch carpet plain quality - 100%
pet fiber, 2mm thickness, 2X8m (Flortex eco)/ Inylbra.

Mixed
To simulate the situations where a person walks from a room to
another and the flooring changing during this task the mixed condition
was included. As illustrated in Figure 1d, the first 4m of the pathway
were covered by HTV and the second 4m of the pathway were covered
by HOV.
VARIABLES

HG

CG

N

12 (5 females and 7 males)

12 (5 females and 7 males)

Age (years)

62.83 ± 6.86

63.58 ± 6.94

Body Mass (kg)

69.50 ± 13.96

73.08 ± 14.31

Height (m)

1.68 ± 0.06

1.69 ± 0.05

TAS (months)

6.1 ± 2.8

-

Fugl-Meyer

88.25 ± 6.95

-

Berg Balance Scale

47.16 ± 8.13

-

DGI

16.25 ± 4.13

-

Mini-mental

21.33 ± 4.61

-

Legend: N = number of participants; TAS = time after stroke; DGI = Dynamic Gait
Index Scale; HG = hemiplegic group; CG = control group.
Table 1: Anthropometric data.
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In order to characterize the flooring used in this study, the static
coefficient of friction (μe) was calculated using the pulley test. The
chosen flooring was positioned on a force platform (Kistler 9286BA)
and over this flooring a halter was positioned (H1) weighing18.42 kg.
The H1 was pulled by another halter (H2) weighing17.32 kg. H1 was
connected to H2 by a steel cable which slid on a system of three rollers,
one fixed on the floor and two on the laboratory roof. Analyzing the
curve of coefficient of friction provided by the force plate along time, the
μe was determined as the maximum friction previous to the movement
start. The Figure 1a illustrates the COF curves. All the flooring chosen
for this study presented μe values around 0.5 within standards of safety
according to Templer (1992) and Miller (1983), (Figures 1a-1d).
The participants were oriented to walk barefoot, at him/her
self selected speed, along the pathway covered by the experimental
flooring and over two force platforms (Kistler 9286BA), embedded in
the data collection room floor, as shown in Figure 1. The participants
were aware of the position of the force plates. Three trials for each
experimental condition were performed. Because of the difficulties
associated with changing flooring conditions, all subjects completed
each flooring treatment condition in the same order, with the HOV as
the first condition, Carpet the second, HTV the third and mixed as the
last condition.
The force plates’ GRF data were normalized by the subject body
weight (%BW) and expressed in function of the percent of support
phase. Data acquisition was performed using BioWare software
(Version 4.0.x). Kinetic raw data were filtered using a 2nd order lowpass digital Butterworth filter, with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. An
algorithm developed in Matlab was used to filter raw data and to
calculate dependent variables.
The independent variables were: type of flooring surface (HOV,
HTV, carpet and mixed) and hemibody (the hemibody of stroke
patients were classified as affected (AS) or unaffected (US) and the
control group left limb (CG).
The variables used in the study were obtained from the GRF
components curve and the coefficient of friction (COF) curves as
described below:

The Fz GRF component
Has a greater magnitude than the other GRF components
(anterior-posterior and lateral) and it is characterized by two peaks and
one valley. So, for this component the following discrete variables were
calculated: first peak of impact (Fz1), maximum value of first curve
peak; valley (Fz2), minimum value between the first and the second
peak of the vertical component curve; and the propulsion peak (Fz3),
maximum value of the second curve peak (Figure 2a).

The Fy GRF component
Have a negative phase (deceleration) during the first half of support
and a positive phase (acceleration) during the other half of support.
So, for this GRF component, the discrete variables were: negative
phase (deceleration or braking - Fy1), minimum value of the anteriorposterior GRF in the first half of the support phase and positive phase
(acceleration - Fy2), maximum value of the anterior-posterior GRF in
the second half of the support phase (Figure 2b).

The Fx GRF component
has a very small magnitude, and its variability component may be
due to the diversity in foot positioning, which may be pointing inwards
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The RCOF
To determine this variable, the instantaneous COF is calculated
as the ratio of the shear to normal ground reaction force during stance
(see equation 1 and Figure 2d) [8-10]. The RCOF1 is considered to be
the local of the maximum in the instantaneous COF curve at ~20% of
the stance phase (see Figure 2d). Another local maximum occurs at
~90% of the stance phase of gait during push-off, identified as ‘RCOF2’
in Figure 2d.
2 COF =

( FY ) + ( FX )
2

COF =

2

FZ

(1)

				
Contact time: defined as the
time elapsed between heel strike and

toe off and it is expressed in seconds.

For the statistical analysis, firstly the differences between right and
left lower limbs for CG were tested. The Kolmoronov-Smirnov Test
revealed non-normal distribution therefore Mann-Whitney Test (α
≤ 0.05) was applied. Since no statistical difference was found between
limbs the left one was selected to represent the control group hemibody
for all comparisons.
The comparisons among flooring type (HOV, carpet, HTV
and Mixed) for each hemibody (affected, unaffected and control)
were performed by the Friedman test for related samples. Also, the
comparisons among hemibodies (AS, US and CG) for each flooring
type (HOV, carpet, HTV and Mixed) were performed by the KruskallWallis test for independent samples. Bonferroni pair-wise comparisons
were computed for all-level of combination of factors and interactions.
All differences in effect were analyzed in the SPSS ® software (SPSS for
Windows, version 19.0) with a significant level α ≤ 0.05 for all tests.

Results
The ANOVA one way test revealed no significant differences
between stroke and control groups for age (F1,23=0.071; p=0.793), body
mass (F1,19=0.385; p=0.541) and height (F1,19=0.352; p=0.559).
There was difference regarding the flooring surface for the AS for
the following variables: Fy1, Fy2 and RCOF2. The AS performed lower
breaking, acceleration and RCOF2 during the walking on HOV in
comparison to the other flooring. The Table 2 presents the statistical
test results for the comparisons between AS and flooring conditions.
The same behavior was assumed by the US in the acceleration
phase. Moreover, the US presented different behavior in RCOF2 for
each flooring. The HOV and mixed presented lower RCOF2 than the
other surfaces (see Table 2). However, there were no differences among
surfaces and the ground reaction forces and RCOF variables for the
control group.

Figure 1: Illustration of the static friction pattern (a) and the flooring conditions
with the pulley tests results: Homogeneous Vinyl (HOV - b); Carpet (c);
Heterogeneous Vinyl (HTV – d); Mixed (HOV and HTV – e).

(adduction of the foot) or outwards (abduction of the foot) during the
period of support. So, for this GRF component the discrete variables
were: maximum lateral force (Fx1), minimum value of the curve; first
maximum medial force (Fx2), maximum value of the curve on in the
first half of the support phase; and second maximum medial force
(Fx3), maximum value of the curve in the second half of the support
phase (Figure 2c).
Int J Neurorehabilitation
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The Kruskall-Wallis test revealed differences among hemibodies
and flooring type for: Fx2, Fy1, Fy2, Fz2; Fz3 and contact time. For
these variables, in all the flooring conditions the stroke AS and US
did not present differences, but differences were found between the
stroke group with the control group. However, for the Fx2 there are no
differences between hemibodies in the HOV. The Table 3 presents these
comparisons among lower limbs (AS, US and CG) for each flooring
type (HOV, carpet, HTV and Mixed). Moreover, for the RCOF1 and
RCOF2 in the HOV, Carpet, HTV and Mixed conditions the stroke AS
and US performed lower dynamic friction during the hell contact than
CG (Table 3). Also the stroke AS performed lower RCOF during the
push off phase than the stroke US and CG (Table 3).
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Figure 2: Illustration of the GRF component curves represented by the average curve for all stroke participants in the HOV condition and the discrete variables of the: (a)
FZ - GRF vertical component; (b) FY - GRF anterior-posterior component; (c) FX - GRF lateral component; (d) COF – coefficient of friction. Legend: %BW: percentage
of body weight.

Discussion
This study compared the gait of stroke patients to that of healthy
age matched peers in an effort to quantify differences that may be
predisposing the stroke population to falls in everyday environments.
When the hemibody effects were compared both AS and US for
stroke group performed higher valley (Fz2) and lower propulsion peak
(Fz3) than the CG, stroke patients may lose the heel-strike and push-off
mechanism, altering the GRF pattern from ‘M’ to pathological shapes.
These results are related to the stroke gait features, specially the main
alterations found in the affected lower limb joints as decreased ankle,
knee and hip flexion/extension range of motion [19].
The lost of the heel-strike and push-off mechanism during stroke
gait also contributed for the anterior-posterior (Fy) and lateral (Fx)
ground reaction force components. The stroke AS and US performed
higher braking (Fy1) and lower forward propulsion (Fy2) when
compared with the CG for the anterior-postior forces. At the lateral
components, the stroke US medial maximum force (Fx2) showed
higher values than the AS and control group. This is reflected by a
hemiplegic gait with reduced knee flexion at toe-off and mid-swing in
the paretic limb [20].
Not only the dynamic friction but also the first peak (Fz1) and
the negative peak (Fy1) in shear force are considered to be the most
critical with respect to slips resulting in falls [9]. The results of this
study showed that stroke patients have lower breaking and acceleration
ability respectively during the heel strike and the toe off. Thus, for
this population, the forces specially occurring at toe off are of critical
importance in determining if the frictional capabilities of the foot/floor
Int J Neurorehabilitation
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interface will be sufficient to prevent slips, and it also could be another
relational aspect with increased falls occurrence of this population.
Contradicting Durá et al. [4] and Burnfield et al. [3], differences
in hemibody for dynamic friction during the push off phase were also
observed in this study. The control group presented higher dynamic
friction than the stroke US and AS, and the US showed higher friction
than the AS. Since the shear forces are higher near the heel contact and
toe off phases [9,21] these are the moments where slips occur more
often. The toe off causes backward slip on the sole forepart, which
can be more easily counteracted by stepping forward with the leading
foot during normal gait [22]. As a results of the lack of ankle range of
motion the stroke patients don’t have the ability to easily counteracted
the fall with this strategy.
Moreover, there were differences regarding the flooring surface
for the stroke AS and US for RCOF2. It is well known that surface
roughness plays an important role in floor slipperiness in walking
shoes [23-25]. Our results confirm the same effect during the barefoot
walking, more specifically when pathology is considered. It seems that
even when stroke patients have loss of plantar proprioception [26] they
are still able to detect the flooring roughness. However, false subjective
perception of slipperiness might lead to an inappropriate gait pattern,
which might result in higher probability of a slip-induced fall accident
on the stroke population. So, understanding the relationship between
the stroke gait parameters and friction demand characteristics may
help identify slip prone individuals thereby reducing fall accidents.
Future studies should considerer the inclusion of spatiotemporal
and kinematic variables such as the heel contact velocity and the
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VAR

AFFECTED SIDE

X2

P

-.024 ± 0.02

2.094

0.553

0.06 ± 0.02

1.111

0.774

0.06 ± 0.03

0.06 ± 0.02

1.413

0.703

-.118 ± 0.05

-.111 ± 0.04

-.120 ± 0.04

6.936

0.074

Fy2(%BW) 0.11 ± 0.06○●+ 0.12 ± 0.06○ 0.13 ± 0.06● 0.13 ± 0.058+ 14.179 0.003 0.12 ± 0.06○●+ 0.14 ± 0.06○

0.14 ± 0.06●

0.14 ± 0.06+

19.291

0.001

Fz1(%BW) 1.00 ± 0.09

1.05 ± 0.09

1.03 ± 0.09

1.02 ± 0.07

5.431

0.143 1.00 ± 0.07

1.03 ± 0.08

1.01 ± 0.07

1.02 ± 0.07

3.519

0.318

Fz2(%BW) 0.86 ± 0.05

0.86 ± 0.07

0.85 ± 0.07

0.85 ± 0.053 2.024

0.567 0.88 ± 0.06

0.86 ± 0.06

0.87 ± 0.06

0.87 ± 0.06

4.853

0.183

Fz3(%BW) 1.00 ± 0.05

1.01 ± 0.06

1.01 ± 0.06

1.01 ± 0.07

3.543

0.315 1.01 ± 0.07

1.02 ± 0.06

1.01 ± 0.07

1.02 ± 0.08

1.292

0.731

RCOF1

0.17 ± 0.03

0.18 ± 0.03

0.17 ± 0.03

0.16 ± 0.05

2.911

0.406 0.16 ± 0.04

0.17 ± 0.03

0.17 ± 0.03

0.17 ± 0.04

4.911

0.178

RCOF2

0.23 ± 0.07○●+ 0.28 ± 0.1○

0.28 ± 0.1●

0.25 ± 0.07+

9.264

0.026 0.28 ± 0.07○●

0.31 ± 0.08○∞

0.33 ± 0.1●∆

0.26 ± 0.09∞∆

18.633

0.0001

CT(s)

0.96 ± 1.13

0.70 ± 0.18

0.71 ± 0.13

4.453

0.217 0.86 ± 0.24

1 ± 1.22

0.79 ± 0.18

0.77 ± 0.14

6.887

0.076

HOV

X2

Carpet

HTV

Mixed

Fx1(%BW) -.02 ± 0.01

-.02 ± 0.01

-.02 ± 0.02

-.02 ± 0.01

Fx2(%BW) 0.05 ± 0.01

0.06 ± 0.01

0.058 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.016 1.309

Fx3(%BW) 0.06 ± 0.01

0.06 ± 0.02

0.06 ± 0.02

UNAFFECTED SIDE
HOV

1.941

0,06 ± 0.018 0.266

Fy1(%BW) -.10 ± 0.05○● -.12 ± 0.05○ -0.12 ± 0.05● -.11 ± 0.061

0.93 ± 1.13

P

8.378

Carpet

HTV

Mixed

0.585 -.022 ± 0.01

-.026 ± 0.02

-.025 ± 0.02

0.727 0.06 ± 0.03

0.06 ± 0.02

0.06 ± 0.02

0.966 0.06 ± 0.03

0.06 ± 0.03

0.039 -.104 ± 0.04

Legend: VAR = variables; %BW = normilized by body weight; CT = contact time; X2 = Friedman test values; P = p-values; ○ = differences between HOV and Carpet; ● =
differences between HOV and HTV; + = differences between HOV and Mixed; ∞ = differences between Carpet and Mixed; ∆ = differences between HTV and Mixed.
Table 2: Friedman test results: comparisons among flooring type (HOV, carpet, HTV and Mixed) for each lower limb (affected and unaffected) for each variable presented
in means and standard deviations.
VAR

HOV

H2

AS

US

CG

Fx1(%BW)

-.02 ± 0.01

-.02 ± 0.01

-.02 ± 0.01

0.413

Fx2(%BW)

0.05 ± 0.01

0.06 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.02

4.964

Fx3(%BW)

0.06 ± 0.01

0.06 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.02

Fy1(%BW)

-.11 ± 0.05●

-.10 ± 0.04○

Fy2(%BW)

0.11 ± 0.06●

Fz1(%BW)

P

CARPET

H2

P

AS

US

CG

0.813

-.023 ± 0.01

-.026 ± 0.02

-.021 ± 0.01

0.451

0.798

0.084

0.06 ± 0.01●

0.06 ± 0.02○

0.04 ± 0.01●○

9.234

0.01

0.154

0.926

0.06 ± 0.02

0.06 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.01

1.562

0.458

0.15 ± 0.04●○

20.458

0.0001

-.12 ± 0.05●

-.12 ± 0.05○

-.16 ± 0.04●○

12.774

0.0002

0.12 ± 0.06○

0.18 ± 0.03●○

25.760

0.0001

0.12 ± 0.06●

0.14 ± 0.06○

0.20 ± 0.03●○

26.381

0.0001

1.00 ± 0.09

1.00 ± 0.07

1.04 ± 0.17

5.852

0.054

1.05 ± 0.09

1.03 ± 0.08

1.04 ± 0.17

2.698

0.259

Fz2(%BW)

0.86 ± 0.05●

0.88 ± 0.06○

0.74 ± 0.12●○

37.531

0.0001

0.86 ± 0.07●

0.86 ± 0.06○

0.75 ± 0.11●○

26.930

0.0001

Fz3(%BW)

1.00 ± 0.05●

1.01 ± 0.07○

1.06 ± 0.13●○

22.875

0.0001

1.01 ± 0.06●

1.02 ± 0.06○

1.06 ± 0.13●○

19.244

0.0001

RCOF1

0.17 ± 0.03●

0.16 ± 0.03○

0.09 ± 0.03●○

40.067

0.0001

0.18 ± 0.03●

0.17 ± 0.03○

0.09 ± 0.04●○

43.051

0.0001

RCOF2

0.23 ± 0.07●∆

0.28 ± 0.07○∆

0.32 ± 0.04●○

21.007

0.0001

0.28 ± 0.1●∆

0.31 ± 0.08○∆

0.33 ± 0.04●○

33.700

0.0001

CT (s)

0.96 ± 1.13●

0.86 ± 0.24○

0.63 ± 0.08●○

25.131

0.0001

0.93 ± 1.13●

1 ± 1.22○

0.64 ± 0.06●○

13.367

0.0001

VAR

HTV

H2

P

MIXED

H2

P

AS

US

CG

AS

US

CG

Fx1 (%BW)

-.023 ± 0.01

-.025 ± 0.02

-.021 ± 0.01

0.319

Fx2 (%BW)

0.06 ± 0.01●

0.06 ± 0.02○

0.04 ± 0.01●○

10.617

0.853

-.022 ± 0.01

-.024 ± 0.02

-.02 ± 0.01

0.930

0.628

0.005

0.06 ± 0.01●

0.06 ± 0.02○

0.04 ± 0.01●○

16.441

Fx3 (%BW)

0.06 ± 0.02

0.06 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.01

0.0001

1.867

0.393

0.06 ± 0.01

0.06 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.01

2.824

Fy1 (%BW)

-.12 ± 0.05●

-.11 ± 0.04○

0.244

-.14 ± 0.04●○

8.155

0.017

-.11 ± 0.06●

-.12 ± 0.04○

-.15 ± 0.04●○

10.551

Fy2 (%BW)

0.13 ± 0.06●

0.005

0.14 ± 0.06○

0.2 ± 0.03●○

20.473

0.0001

0.13 ± 0.05●

0.13 ± 0.06○

0.19 ± 0.03●○

23.012

Fz1 (%BW)

0.0001

1.03 ± 0.09

1.01 ± 0.07

1.04 ± 0.17

4.126

0.127

1.02 ± 0.07

1.02 ± 0.07

1.04 ± 0.17

3.241

0.198

Fz2 (%BW)

0.85 ± 0.07●

0.87 ± 0.06○

0.76 ± 0.11●○

21.710

0.0001

0.85 ± 0.05●

0.87 ± 0.06○

0.76 ± 0.12●○

25.598

0.0001

Fz3 (%BW)

1.01 ± 0.06●

1.01 ± 0.07○

1.06 ± 0.12●○

23.928

0.0001

1.01 ± 0.08●

1.02 ± 0.08○

1.06 ± 0.12●○

17.261

0.0001

RCOF1

0.18 ± 0.03●

0.18 ± 0.03○

0.10 ± 0.04●○

40.067

0.0001

0.16 ± 0.05●

0.17 ± 0.04○

0.10 ± 0.04●○

31.593

0.0001

RCOF2

0.28 ± 0.1●∆

0.32 ± 0.1∆

0.33 ± 0.04●

29.661

0.0001

0.25 ± 0.07●

0.26 ± 0.09○

0.32 ± 0.04●○

9.363

0.0009

CT(s)

0.70 ± 0.18●

0.79 ± 0.18○

0.65 ± 0.08●○

9.261

0.01

0.71 ± 0.13●

0.77 ± 0.14○

0.64 ± 0.06●○

16.389

0.0001

Legend: VAR = variables; %BW = normilized by body weight; CT = contact time; X = Friedman test values; P = p-values; = differences between AS and CG; ○ = differences
between US and CG; ∆ = differences between AS and US.
2

●

Table 3: Kruskall-Wallis test results: comparisons among lower limbs (AS, US and CG) for each flooring type (HOV, carpet, HTV and Mixed) each variable presented in
means and standard deviations.

acceleration of the whole body center-of-mass to analyze the stroke gait
over different flooring. These variables could indicate further increase
risk of slipping, for example, higher heel contact velocity can increase
horizontal ground reaction force in relation to vertical ground reaction
force and as a result, friction demand could increase. Furthermore,
slower transitory acceleration of the whole body COM among the
stroke can also increase friction demand at the foot/floor interface and
increase risk of slipping.

Conclusion
This is the first study to report the relationship between hemibodies
in dynamic friction variables of gait in persons after stroke during

Int J Neurorehabilitation
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the walking on different flooring. The flooring effect was found on
RCOF during the toe off for the AS and US. Therefore, the better
understanding of the biomechanical differences between people with
stroke and their healthy peers presented in the present paper revealed
to be an important step to identify potential risk factors of slip injuries.
In case of eliciting gait adjustments (during slip avoidance), stroke
individuals’ gait adaptation may encumber optimal gait adjustment
strategy.
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